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1. Introduction and General Status
The work performed under NASA Grant NAG8-759 is geared towards the development of
a residual acceleration data analysis plan that will allow principal investigators of low-gravity
experiments to efficiently process their experimental results in conjunction with accelerometer data.
Our basic approach has consisted of the following program of research.
1. Identification of sensitive experiments and sensitivity ranges by order of
magnitude estimates, numerical modelling, and investigator input.
2. Research and development towards reduction, supplementation, and
dissemination of residual acceleration data.
3. Implementation of the plan on existing acceleration data bases.
During the fifth semi-annual period we have concentrated on outlining our two-tier data processing
plan and distributing it to interested investigators. With the fast flight of SAMS during this period,
we have begun to investigate appropriate methods to access the SLS-1 data base. These data access
procedures will also be used to acquire STS-32 HISA data and IML-1 ground test data.
Specific details of our progress during the fifth semi-annual period will be given in the
following sections: section 2 - identification of IML-1 principal investigators interested in
analyzing accelerometer data; section 3 - data processing; section 4 - implementation of the
processing plan on existing data bases; section 5 - future work.
2. Identification of Sensitive Experiments
We have identified several IML- 1 experiments as potentially sensitive to variations of the
residual acceleration environment. In addition, several other IML-1 principal investigators have
expressed an interest in obtaining acceleration information to use in their post-flight experiment
analysis. The following is a list of the experiments concerned.
• CPF - Critical Point Facility
• FES/CAST - Casting and Solidification Technology
• FES/TGS - Crystal Growth from Solution
2• GPPF- GravitationalPlantPhysiologyFacility
• MICG/VCGS - Growthof MercuricIodidefromVapor
• OCGF- OrganicCrystalGrowthFacility
• PCG- ProteinCrystalGrowth
Theprincipal investigatorsof theseexperimentshavebeencontactedfor theirassessmentof
their accelerationdataprocessingneeds.We sentthe investigatorsabrief descriptionof our two-
level dataprocessingplan and a shortquestionnaireabouttheir experimenttimeline andtheir
experimentsensitivity to accelerations,seeAppendix A. For eachexperiment,we includedour
assessmentof the experimentsensitivity,generalsuggestionsonwindowsof accelerationdatato
analyze,and examplesof datapresentationstyles. We expect to use the responses to these
questionnaires to supply more specific suggestions about the type of post-flight data processing
that would be most appropriate for each experiment.
3. Data Processing
Our research and development towards a plan for reduction and analysis of residual
acceleration data has continued on several fronts during the fifth semi-annual period. In the
process of developing a data reduction plan, we have investigated several data processing
techniques and data presentation styles. In addition, we have begun to use pattern recognition
techniques to analyze residual acceleration data. This work will help identify and group
acceleration disturbances that may be of interest to investigators.
Data Processing Plan: We have developed a two-tiered data processing plan. Details of
this plan are given in a paper to be printed in Microgravity Science and Technology: M.J.B.
Rogers and J. I. D. Alexander, Residual Acceleration Data Analysis for Spacelab
Missions. A preprint of this paper is included in Appendix B. We will also be discussing data
processing at the AIAA 30th AcrQspace Sciences Meeting: M. J. B. Rogers and J. I. D.
Alexander, Experiment Specific Processing of Residual Acceleration Data. In
3addition,discussionsof the processingplan andour work to datehavebeenpresentedto the
microgravity community throughparticipationin Microgravity MeasurementGroup (MGMG)
meetingsand theApril 1991International Workshop on Vibration Isolation Technolog'y for
Microgravity Science Applications: M. J. B. Rogers, Development of a Residual
Acceleration Data Reduction and Dissemination Plan.
D_ta Presentation: In addition to basic time history and frequency domain plots, we would
like to present various aspects of accelerometer data so that the low-gravity environment during a
given time window can be easily understood. One simple way of presenting an overview of the
acceleration level in a particular time window is to show the amount of time the data exceed certain
limits. This may be done by a simple pie chart showing the percentage of points with magnitudes
larger than specific limits and it may also be done by plotting a time history of the occurrences of
data greater than some limit, see Figs. 1 and 2. This second method provides a much cleaner time
history plot than a plot of the entire data window, and should be easier to interpret.
Another useful overview of the data is provided by an amplitude-frequency-time plot, see
Fig. 3. This type of plot shows the amplitude spectra (or power spectral densities) of successive
windows of data so that the investigator can see at what time certain frequency disturbances were
excited. This should be useful for correlating acceleration data with experimental results when
regularly sampled, numerical experiment output is not available.
Data Processing Techniques: The data processing techniques evaluated during this period
include wavelet transformation and ensemble averaging. Wavelet theory is a relatively new
processing technique that can be used in analyzing signals that change rapidly (Bijaoui, et al.,
1989; Kronland-Martinet, et al., 1987; Tuteur, 1988). Wavelet analysis can provide information
about the location of features within a data set and can detect and highlight the onset of sudden
changes in data character. At this time we are still evaluating the possibility of introducing wavelet
theory to the analysis of residual acceleration data.
Ensemble averaging is a comparatively old data analysis technique in which a series of
successive data windows are transformed into the frequency domain and their spectra are averaged
4to getageneralrepresentationof thefrequencycontentof theentiredatawindow (Franke,et al.,
1990;Karl, 1989). As thenumberof segmentsa datawindow is separatedinto is increased,the
statisticalestimationerrorsinherentin timeseriesanalysisaredecreased.Thisdecreaseoccursat
theexpenseof frequencyresolution.Despitethedecreasein frequencyresolution,thistechniqueis
usefulfor obtainingageneralideaof thefrequencycontentof arelatively longdatawindow and
providesanicecomplemento anamplitude-frequency-timeplotof thesamewindow.
Pattern Recognition: Pattern recognition is the process of assigning discrete packets of
information about a particular phenomenon to a group of subsets which partition the associated
sample space (Tou and Gonzalez, 1974). For example, an optical character reader is a pattern
recognition system; the characters of an alphabet define the partitions and the letters of the scanned
text are the discrete packets of information to be processed. The recognition process assigns letters
read by the scanner to the characters of the alphabet.
There are many ways that pattern recognition may be accomplished. In the simplest pattern
recognition problem, a list associates each pattern with its respective class. In this situation, the
pattern recognition process consists of receiving the unknown pattern, looking through the list for
the class associated with that particular pattern (which is guaranteed to be in the list), and then
declaring the pattern to be recognized and displaying the associated class. Unfortunately, this
situation is almost never applicable. Usually, there is an infinite (or effectively infinite) number of
patterns or the list that maps pattern to class is unknown. Such is the case when the number and/or
composition of the classes is unknown.
A more realistic situation occurs when there is a common property associated with some
patterns and, while the direct mapping from pattern to class is unknown, there is a known mapping
from common property to class. The problem of pattern recognition is thus reduced to a two step
process. One first determines the particular value of the common property associated with an
unknown pattern and then determines the class associated with that common property. This
classifies the pattern.
5A third methodusedfor patternrecognition is clustering(DubesandJain, 1976). This
methodusesthegeometricarrangementof patternvectorsto classifythedata. Clusteringroutines
attemptto divide inputinformationintoanumberof classes othatthedistancesbetweenthepoints
within anygivenclusterareminimizedaccordingto somedistancemeasurewhile the distances
betweenthe variousclustersaremaximizedby someotherdistancemeasure.This theoretically
causessimilar patternsto fall into the sameclassandpartitionsthepatternspaceinto the most
appropriatenumberof clusters.
A fourth methodfor patternrecognitionis syntacticpatternrecognition.This methoduses
formal languagetheoryto recognizepatternsandis bestsuitedfor usewhentheprimitives of the
inputinformationareknownandthelanguageis predetermined.
In general,theclusteringmethodappearsto bebestsuitedfor usein determiningtheorigin
of accelerationvectorsonorbitingspacelaboratories.In particular,clusteringappearsto offer the
possibilityof determiningthepropernumberof clustersfor eachtimewindow. This, in turn,may
allow the useof syntacticpatternrecognitionbecausedeterminationof classesis equivalentto a
knowledgeof primitives.
During the fifth semi-annualperiod we have begunto apply the clusteringmethodof
patternrecognitionto Spacelab3 (SL3)accelerationdataby implementingtheISODATAclustering
algorithmandavariantof theISODATA algorithmcalledCLASS(FrommandNorthouse,1976).
ISODATA is a clusteringalgorithmwhich usesheuristicsto aid in thesearchfor anappropriate
configurationof clusters.Simply put,givenanarbitrarynumberof startclusters,ISODATA will
split clusterswhosestandarddeviation alonganorthogonalaxis exceedssomepredetermined
value. It will alsomergepairsof clusterswith interclusterdistanceslessthansomepredetermined
value. ISODATA is mn interactivelywith theusermodifyingvariouspredeterminedvaluesasthe
programruns throughiterations. We havedeterminedthatISODATA is probablyunsuitedto be
the primary meansof clustering the SL3 databecauseof the large amountof data involved.
ISODATA will beused,however,for confirmationof clusteringdeterminedbyothermeans.
The CLASSmodification of ISODATA showsmorepromisefor initial identification of
clusters. CLASS automates the selection of the predetermined values of ISODATA and appears to
converge very rapidly to the correct number of clusters for large data sets. Independent
conf'mnation of these results is needed. This will be achieved using a test data set and a program
which has the capability to determine validity of clusters (Bailey and Dubes, 1982).
4. Implementation on Existing Data Bases
The majority of our processing to date has been done with SL3 accelerometer data. During
the fifth semi-annual period, we obtained accelerometer data from STS-32 (Honeywell In-Space
Accelerometer, HISA). We will be processing this data in much the same way we expect to
process IML-1 flight data. The HISA data will be analyzed using sensitivity limits computed at
CMMR for a liquid bridge experiment similar to that flown with the I-USA (Zhang and Alexander,
1990; Alexander and Zhang, 1991). We would like to note that processing of the HISA data is
being undertaken with advice from Jeff Schoess of Honeywell.
We are also anticipating the release of the SAMS data from the SLS-1 (STS-40) mission.
The majority of the mission video downlink was recorded by ACAP and both ACAP and SAMS
personnel logged the occurrences of significant events, so, despite several deactivations of SAMS
during the mission, the correlation of the data with the mission timeline should be fairly complete.
5. Future Work
As we approach the launch of IML-1, we will spend the remainder of the third annual
period of NAG8-759 designing specific data processing plans for the interested principal
investigators. We intend to discuss the questionnaires that were distributed to the investigators
during IML-1 mission simulations in the fall.
We will also continue to assess data processing and presentation techniques. In particular,
we will continue the development and testing of pattern recognition routines to use with
accelerationdata. Specificpatternsidentifiedusingthesetechniquesmaybeusefulasa basisfor
waveletanalysisasdiscussedearlier.
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Appendix A - Principal Investigator Questionnaire
Contact Person: Melissa J. B. Rogers
Center for Microgravity and Materials Research
M-65 Research Institute
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899 USA
Phone: (205) 895-6885
FAX: (205) 895-6791
ACCELERATION DATA ANALYSIS PLAN
(SUGGESTED APPROACH TO ACCELERATION DATA ANALYSIS)
EXPERIMENT:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
ADDRESS:
,,experiment,,
,,pi,
,_address l ,
,address2,
,,address3 ,
,,address4 ,
TELEPHONE: ,,phone .
FACSIMILE: ,,fax.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
PRE-FLIGHT PLAN - The initial phase of the data reduction plan involves the
identification of factors which can be used to limit the quantity of data that needs
to be supplied to a principal investigator. Answers to the attached questions
will enable the investigator to select short windows of data to analyze for an
overview of the low-g environment during their experiment. Initial analysis of
such windows, in conjunction with experimental results, will allow the
principal investigator to identify interesting windows of data to analyze in more
detail.
POST-FLIGHT PLAN - We suggest that the investigator initially evaluate ten
windows of acceleration data from the time of the experiment. These windows
should be spaced as is most appropriate for the experiment, i.e. during times of
increased sensitivity or during known disturbances. The remaining windows
should be as evenly distributed (temporally) as possible. The length of the
windows should also be selected to be as appropriate to the experiment as
computer limitations will allow. That is, some investigators will be able to
analyze hour long windows, but this capability does not necessarily mean that
analyzing windows of that length will be most appropriate for their experiment
analysis needs. Some knowledg e of the nature of experiment response to
acceleration sources is important for selecting window length.
Specific windows of interest to the investigator can be identified using a
threshold detection routine based on the experiment acceleration sensitivity.
The use of a threshold detection routine should give some indication of the
appropriateness of the sensitivity limits used. If the limits are exceeded the
majority of the time, an initial look at the experimental results should indicate
whether the acceleration environment was too severe for the experiment or
whether the tolerance limits were too strict. Similarly, if the limits are rarely
exceeded, analysis of the experimental results should indicate whether the
sensitivity limits used were too relaxed or whether the acceleration levels were
low enough for a successful experiment run and sensitivity limits should be
modified.
Additional windows of interest can also be identified from initial analysis of
experimental results. Windows can be chosen around times when the
experiment shows unexpected results suspected to be related to perturbations in
the low-gravity environment.
ACCELERATION DATA ANALYSIS PLAN
(SUGGESTED APPROACH TO ACCELERATION DATA ANALYSIS)
EXPERIMENT:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
ADDRESS:
,_experiment,
,_pi,
¢,address l ,
,,address2 ,
,,address3 ,
,_address4 ,
TELEPHONE: ,_phone.
FACSIMILE: _fax.
PRE-FLIGHT PLAN - Answers to the following questions will be used to select short
windows for an overview of the low-gravity environment.
TIMESPAN OF EXPERIMENT:
LENGTH OF EXPERIMENT:
EXPERIMENT LOCATION:
SAMS SENSOR HEAD OF INTEREST, IF KNOWN:
NUMBER OF ACCELEROMETER DATA POINTS PER AXIS TO BE COLLECTED
DURING EXPERIMENT (i.e., length of experiment (seconds) x sampling rate)
TIMES/REASONSOFKNOWN INCREASEDEXPERIMENTSENSITIVITY:
DO YOU KNOW OFANY POTENTIALACCELERATIONSOURCESDURING YOUR
EXPERIMENT?(eg,scheduledorbiterattitudeadjustment)
ORIENTATION OF PRIMARY EXPERIMENTAXES WITH RESPECT TO ORBITER
STRUCTURAL AXES:
POST-FLIGHT PLAN - For your experiment, we suggest analysis of data
windows as indicated.
Additional specific windows of interest to the investigator can be identified
using a threshold detection routine based on the experiment acceleration
sensitivity. Based on analysis of your experiment, we suggest that the
following sensitivities are appropriate for your experiment.
1. Frequency and magnitude ranges of interest:
2. Overall maximum tolerable acceleration magnitude
a) Maximum continuous (steady) tolerable acceleration
b) Maximum tolerable acceleration (peak detection threshold)
3. Experimentsensitivityto changesin accelerationorientation.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
The following areexamplesof plots thatcanbecreatedfrom thetypeof data
windows investigated.
1. Total acceleration magnitude of the three axes of accelerometer data:
a=(al 2 + a22 + a32) 1/2
2. The three axes of accelerometer data, a1, a2, a3
. Combined amplitude spectrum. Total magnitude of the amplitude spectra of
the three axes of data.
4. Combined power spectral density. Total magnitude of the power spectra of
the three axes of data. Detail out to 20 Hz.
5. The amplitude spectra of the three axes of data. Detail out to 20 Hz.
. Direction cosine 0 x for the time window of interest. Detail of 100 seconds.
0 x = acos(al/a )
7. Amplitude spectra of twenty successive time windows. Detail out to 50 Hz.
. Percentage of time analyzed that acceleration magnitude was in certain range
of values.
NOTE:
• EET: Experiment Elapsed Time
• Spectral representations can be plotted out to any frequency less than
the Nyquist.
• For plots shown, sampling frequency is 300 Hz.
• Details of analysis techniques will be supplied upon request.
Theplotsshownhereareexamplesof how aprincipal investigatormay
wantto presentresidualaccelerationdatarelevantto theirexperiment.Notall of
thedatarepresentationswill bedesirableto all investigators.In particular,only
one of the spectralpresentationsshownherewill most likely beuseful to a
given investigator. Theserepresentationsdepict therelativestrengthsof the
frequencycomponentspresentin.the window of interest,but havedifferent
dimensionsandrepresentdifferentaspectsof thedata.
TheAmplitude Spectrum obtained for a time series using the Fourier
transform indicates the frequencies of the sine and cosine terms that make up the
signal being studied. For the time period considered, the Fourier transform at a
given frequency is an average of the components of the time series that have that
frequency and has the dimensions of the original time series.
The Power Spectral Density has dimensions of (units of original
data)2/Hz and indicates the power or energy present in the series per unit
frequency interval, i.e., the square root of the area under the power spectral
density plot for a given frequency interval represents the RMS value of the input
time series for that frequency range.
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Residual Acceleration Data Analysis
for Spacelab Missions
Melissa J. B. Rogers and J. Iwan D. Alexander
Center for Microgravity and Materials Research
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899 U.S.A.
Abstract
Materials processing and life sciences experiments are being conducted in earth
orbiting laboratories to take advantage of the reduced gravity environment of space.
Accelerometer data are collected during low-g missions to describe the acceleration
environment, but the amount collected per mission is overwhelming (on the order of
gigabytes). Different research goals, sensor types, and processing techniques make it
difficult to compare acceleration data plots from different missions. In particular, spectral
representations of data differ widely. Specific structural modes are known for the Orbiter
and Spacelab from engineering models and ground tests, but a complete characterization of
primary and secondary acceleration sources has not yet been compiled.
We have developed a two level data reduction plan that will allow investigators to
create limited, user specific accelerometer data bases that can be used in post-flight
experiment analysis and orbiter characterization. First level processing uses our knowledge
of experiment sensitivity to identify times when tolerable acceleration levels are exceeded.
Together with a preliminary analysis of experiment results, this enables the experimenter to
identify particular time intervals which require more detailed processing. Second level
analysis centers on acceleration time histories (magnitude and orientation) and frequency
components. Data decimation is introduced as a means for reducing the amount of data that
must be processed while analyzing a given time window. Cross-correlation analysis is
discussed;it is usefulin post-flightexperimentanalysisfor assessingcausalrelationships
betweenresidualaccelerationsandexperimentalresponses.The ability to identify and
processlimited windows of accelerationdatawill further the accelerationenvironment
characterizationprocessandwill be essentia/in revising the design, location, and use of
low-gravity experiment equipment for future missions.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, low-gravity experimenters have shown increased interest in
obtaining residual acceleration data to use in pre-flight modelling and post-flight processing
of their experiments. The object of many low-gravity materials processing and life sciences
experiments is to study physical and biological phenomena in space under drastically
reduced acceleration conditions relative to the steady 9.8 ms -2 (1 g) acceleration
experienced on the earth's surface. Because some of these experiments are sensitive to
even small magnitude accelerations [ 1-5], it is necessary to characterize the time-dependent
acceleration environment in order to properly interpret the experimental results. To date,
one of the major factors that have prevented investigators from accessing residual
acceleration data for post-flight experiment analysis and orbiter characterization is the vast
amount of data that results from a typical orbiter mission. Even for a sampling rate as low
as 12.5 Hz, on the order of 10 6 samples per axis can be expected from a seven day low-
gravity mission.
In the following section, we discuss residual acceleration measurements that have
been reported in the literature and suggest reasons for the differences in magnitude among
the various data bases. In section 3, we introduce various aspects of the Orbiter
characterization process and in section 4 we present several specific techniques that
investigators can use in the post-flight processing of residual acceleration data and
experimental results.
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2. Residual Acceleration Data
Measurements of residual acceleration have been collected during several Orbiter
missions with a variety of instruments [6-13]. The resulting data, supplemented by the
simulation of orbiter attitude motion accelerations, have provided us with a general idea of
the low-gravity environment aboard an Orbiter during a typical mission. Specific
acceleration sources, however, are still difficult to characterize. In general, three categories
of residual accelerations are experienced in orbiting space laboratories: quasi-steady,
transient, and oscillatory [9,14]. The quasi-steady accelerations are related to the Earth's
gravity gradient, spacecraft attitude and altitude, and atmospheric drag. They have
frequencies on the order of the orbital frequency (I0 -4 Hz) and magnitudes in the 10 .9 to
10 -6 g range [9,12,14]. 10 -6 g accelerations have been recorded using specialized
accelerometer systems such as HiRAP [13], but these quasi-steady accelerations have yet to
be successfully identified in data recorded with conventional systems because of instrument
limitations and the relative strength of higher magnitude and higher frequency accelerations
[15].
These higher magnitude, higher frequency accelerations constitute the other
categories of residual accelerations. Transient accelerations can have magnitudes as large
as 10 -2 g and tend to vary considerably in orientation, but such disturbances are rarely
sustained for more than a fraction of a second [11]. These accelerations can be caused by
both crew related and operational activities, Figs. 1 and 2. Oscillatory accelerations have
magnitudes comparable to transient accelerations (10 .5 to 10 .3 g), fluctuate rapidly in
orientation, and are experienced over a broad range of frequencies for longer times.
Recorded oscillatory accelerations are generally related to machinery vibrations and
rotations and to structural modes of the Orbiter excited by both transient and oscillatory
sources. Frequency domain analysis of one second to fifteen minute long windows of
Spacelab 3 (SL3) acceleration data indicates that, from 5x10 -3 to 50 Hz, transient and
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oscillatoryaccelerationshaveamplitudespectrawithmaximummagnitudesnogreaterthan
10-3g, Figs. lb and2b [11,15].
Whencomparingaccelerationmeasurementsfrom differentmissions,it is important
to notethatfew accelerometersystemshavethesamecharacteristics.Becauseof different
research goals, sensor types, electronics, sampling rates, processing techniques,
instrumentlocations,andotherfactors,comparisonsamongresidualaccelerationdataplots
presentedin the literatureareoftendifficult. The samplingrate,especially,cancausean
appreciablemagnitudedifferenceamongvarioussetsof data[12]. Higher frequencydata
areconstructivelyaddedto lower frequencydatawhenhighsamplingratesareused.This
results in overall highermagnitudereadingsthanobtainedwith lower samplingrates.
Similarly,analogfiltering performedaspartof thedatacollectionscheme,aswell aspost-
flight digital filtering, canresult in differentmagnitudelevels for differentdatasets,see
Fig. 3.
Theuseof differentprocessingtechniquesresultsin avarietyof datapresentation
styles that may initially appearcomparable. Time history plots vary considerably,
however,andmayincludeplotsof individualaxesof data,accelerationvectormagnitude,
RMSvalues,andintegrateddata. In addition,thedatapresentedmayberegularlysampled
data,peakvaluedata,or somespecializedform of data[6-12]. Representationsof residual
accelerationdataasa functionof frequencycanalsotakeavarietyof forms [15-18].Most
commonaretheamplitudeandpowerspectraldensities,seeSection4.2. If aninvestigator
is only interestedin theidentificationof dominantfrequencycomponents,thenanytypeof
spectrumis adequate.Meaningfulcomparisonsof componentmagnitudesamongvarious
plots or betweenspectraand sensitivityplots, however,requirea standardizedspectral
densityformat.
Instrument location is another important factor involved in comparativedata
analysis.Datacollectednearadominantaccelerationsource(motors,fans,areasof high
crew activity) will show higheroverall accelerationlevels thandatacollectedwith an
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equivalent system located at a distancefrom such sources.Some interest has been
expressedby low-g investigatorsin evaluatingthe propagationof accelerationsfrom
knownsourcesthroughvariousstructuresof anOrbiter[19]. This is animportantfactorin
Orbiter characterization, and in the identification of especially noisy systemsand
appropriatesitesfor low-gravityexperiments.
3. Orbiter Characterization
Limited attempts have been made to date to construct a characterization of the low-
gravity environment of the shuttle Orbiters [6-11,15]. Specific structural modes are known
for the Orbiter and Spacelab from engineering modelling and ground testing, see Table 1
[9,12,19,20]. The excitation of these modes has been identified in residual acceleration
data as associated with thruster firings and crew activity within the Spacelab
[7,9,11,12,15].
Both Orbiter and Spacelab structural modes exist around 5 Hz and 7 Hz [9,12]. An
12 Hz component observed in the data represents an Orbiter structural mode excited by
shuttle operations [12]. An ubiquitous 17 Hz signal, present in accelerometer data recorded
by different systems, represents another Orbiter structural mode as well as the dither
frequency of the KU band communications antenna [11]. Figures 1 and 2 show the
presence of these specific frequency components in SL3 data.
A difficulty that will continue to hamper Orbiter characterization attempts is that no
acceleration source acts alone. Orbiter maneuvers involve the f'n'ing of multiple thrusters in
a sequence of pulses and experiment manipulation involves the handling of various pieces
of equipment. These transient acceleration sources occur in addition to the background
accelerations related to numerous mechanical systems active during a mission. Figure 4
shows the dynamic nature of the Spacelab environment. The spectral densities of twenty
successive time windows are shown. It can be seen that, while there are dominant
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frequencycomponentsconsistentlypresent,therelativestrengthsof specificcomponents
varyovertime.
Theactiveenvironmentof theorbiting laboratorydoesnotmean,however,thatthe
taskof Orbiter characterization is impossible. Through a sequence of ground-based and in-
space tests of the response of specific structures to known acceleration sources, we can
eventually construct a catalogue of characteristic accelerations and acceleration levels in
particular areas of the space laboratory [19,20]. A knowledge of the acceleration
environment to be expected during a mission and of the acceleration levels expected in
specific locations in an Orbiter will allow the development and siting of future experiments
to best utilize or avoid specific aspects of the low-gravity environment.
4. Post-flight Data Analysis
As stated earlier, one of the major obstacles encountered in the analysis of residual
acceleration data is the amount of data resulting from a single mission. Gigabytes of
accelerometer data are expected from most flights of the NASA Space Acceleration
Measurement System (SAMS). In an attempt to effectively manage these data, we have
developed an analysis plan that will allow principal investigators of low-gravity
experiments to create limited, user specific data bases. The limited data base can be
efficiently used in post-flight processing of experimental results. We are also analyzing
various processing techniques that may be useful for more detailed residual acceleration
data analysis. Two of these techniques, data decimation and cross-correlation analysis, are
discussed later in this section.
4.1 Creation of Limited, User Specific Data Bases
In order to create user specific data bases, investigators must have some knowledge
of the sensitivity of their experiments to the residual accelerations expected during flight.
Such knowledge can be gained from pre-flight modelling of the experiment or from
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preliminary runs of the experimentin low-gravity conditions (drop-towers,sounding
rockets,parabolicflights, orbital flights). Post-flightanalysisof experimentalresultsin
conjunctionwith residualaccelerationdatawill also beeasierif appropriateexperiment
parametersarerecordedduringtheexperiment.
Our suggestedapproachto thereductionof residualaccelerationdatainvokesatwo
level planthat usessensitivitylimits andpreliminary experimentalresults. The plan is
outlined in Table 2. Pre-flight identification of accelerationsensitivity of a particular
experimentwill determineaccelerationfrequencyandmagnituderangesof interestand
experimenttolerancelimits [1]. Particulartimeswhentheexperimentis mostlikely to be
affectedbyresidualaccelerationscanalsobeidentifiedprior to themission. This includes
increasedexperimentsensitivityduringcertainstages(e.g.,proteincrystalgrowthduring
the nucleationstage)and expectedexperimentresponseto certain timelined mission
operations(e.g., thruster firings andcrew exerciseperiods). Preliminary post-flight
analysis of experimental results will allow the investigator to identify times when
unexpectedresultsoccurredthatmayberelatedto perturbationsin theresidualacceleration
environmentof the laboratory.
The secondlevel of the datareductionplan involves the actual limitation and
processingof theresidualaccelerationdatabaseusingtheresultsof level one. A simple
thresholddetectionroutinecanbeusedtoidentify timeswhentheaccelerationmagnitudeis
greaterthandefinedsensitivitylimits. Windowsof interestcanalsobeselectedbasedon
theexperimentand mission timelines and preliminary post-flight analysis. Timelines will
indicate when sensitive stages of an experiment axe scheduled and when potentially
intolerable mission events such as Orbiter maneuvers are to occur.
4.2 General Processing Techniques
We have found that three main features of residual acceleration data can be used to
characterize the acceleration environment of an orbiting space laboratory: the magnitude,
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direction, and frequencycomponentsof the residual accelerations in a given window.
Time history information can be used to identify maximum and mean accelerations recorded
per axis as well as various other statistics. The orientation of a residual acceleration vector
can be estimated using direction cosines which give an indication of the angle between a
measured acceleration and the recording axis. Because of the number of acceleration
sources present in the Orbiter and the nature of oscillatory accelerations, the orientation of
the residual acceleration vector tends to fluctuate with time [11]. See [16] for more details
about evaluating residual acceleration magnitudes, orientations, and frequency components.
The frequency components of a window of residual acceleration data are computed
using the Fourier transform. The spectral density obtained for a time series using Fourier
analysis indicates the frequencies of the sine and cosine terms that make up the signal being
studied. The spectral density of an axis of residual acceleration data ax. is:
N
An = 1 Z a_. e "i2rmk/N
Nk= 1
(1)
where N is the number of points in the data window. For the time period considered, the
spectral density at a given frequency is an average of the components of a_. that have that
frequency and has the dimensions of an acceleration [ 16-18].
The power spectral density of a window of data can be computed by:
Pn = 2TA2n (2)
where T is the length of the data window in time units. The power spectral density has
dimensions of (units of original data)2/Hz and indicates the power or energy present in the
series per unit frequency interval. The square root of the area under the power spectral
densityplot for a givenfrequencyintervalrepresentstheRMSvalueof theinput timeseries
in thatfrequencyrange[12,16,17].
Comparisonsof spectral plots in the literature may be difficult becauseof
differencesin software involving scaling factors and definitions of spectra [17,18]. The
two spectra discussed above are generally referred to as densities because they refer to a
unit frequency interval. The use of a particular spectral representation often depends on the
type of numerical analysis an investigator has planned. Because of the rather
straightforward representation provided by equation (1), we advocate the use of this form.
This spectrum gives frequency component magnitudes in units of acceleration. Most
experiment sensitivity curves published to date are in the form of acceleration versus
frequency, allowing ease of comparison for the time periods concerned [1]. In addition,
the spectral density of equation (1) can be mathematically converted to a power spectral
density by equation (2).
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4.3 Data Decimation
Because of the high sampling rates used in the collection of residual acceleration
data, detailed analysis is often limited to a minute or less of data. If an investigator is
interested in processing long blocks of data (more than several minutes for sampling
frequencies on the order of 100 Hz), an additional tool that can be used to limit data is data
decimation which reduces the sampling rate [18,21-23]. Like any other data processing
technique, some amount of caution must be practiced when decimating data, especially so
that higher frequency data are not aliased into the lower frequency region of interest.
Figure 5 gives an example of data decimation applied to a window of SL3
accelerometer data. The original time series (Fig. 5a) is 65536 points long and has a
maximum value of 1.28x10 -2 g. The spectral density of this series out to 5 Hz is shown in
Fig. 5b. Figure 5c shows the same window after the data were decimated 16 times; a 5 I-lz
lowpass filter was applied. This process reduced the number of points to 4096, while
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maintaining the temporalcoverageof 218 seconds.Note, however,that the maximum
accelerationlevel representedhasdecreasedto 2.5×10-3g. Thisoccursbecausetheuser
hasnocontroloverdatapoint selection- thesamplingis periodicandtheoriginal extrema
arenot necessarilyselected.The valuesof thespectraldensityof thedecimateddataare
also decreasedcomparedto theoriginal spectrum. The generalcharacterof thedata is
maintained in both the time and frequencydomains,so the impact of the decreased
magnitudeson thepost-flightanalysisof accelerometerdatadependson thespecificneeds
of the investigator.
4.4 Cross-correlation Analysis
We are interested in analyzing the results of experiments run in a low-g
environment. Cross-correlation techniques are generally used to determine the equivalence
of time histories and to determine temporal relationships among time series. This appears
to be, for specific experiment classes, a viable means of assessing causal relationships
between residual accelerations and experimental responses to these accelerations. This
analysis method is useful not only in situations where experiments are sensitive to high
magnitude, transient accelerations, but also when experiments are most sensitive to
oscillatory disturbances [24].
The cross-correlation of two time series can be written as:
t)12('_ ) = f_**_fl(t) f2(t+X) dt
(3)
where fl and f2 are two zero-mean time series and x is a time lag. A normalized cross-
correlation function is used when the time series considered are of different dimensions
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and/orcomparisonsareto bemadeamongdifferent setsof results.Thenormalizedcross-
correlationfunctionis [17]:
P12(17) [,11(0),22(0)]1/2"
(4)
The maximum value of the normalized cross-correlation function is unity, which indicates
that the two time series considered are identical at the given lag; values close to zero indicate
that there is very little similarity between the two series. Positive normalized cross-
correlation values close to unity indicate good correlation and negative values with
magnitudes close to unity indicate good correlation but with the series out of phase.
While the cross-correlation function between two time series can be estimated
directly using equations (3) and (4), it can be estimated more efficiently by calculation of
the cross-power spectrum:
%2(to) = F2( ) (5)
where F 1 and F 2 are the spectral densities of fl and f2 and a superscript * denotes complex
conjugation. The cross-power spectrum and cross-correlation function form a Fourier
transform pair, so one can be easily obtained from the other. Estimation of the cross-
correlation function of two series using the cross-power spectrum affords a factor of N/4p
savings of computation time where N=2 p is the length of the time series considered [22].
The application of cross-correlation techniques to the analysis of low-gravity
experiments requires an experiment time history which represents parameters affected by
variations of the low-gravity environment. Pre-flight modelling of experiments will enable
the investigator to identify appropriate parameters to record. In the case that such a
parameter cannot be recorded quantitatively, modelling may also be used to determine
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typicalexperimentresponsesto beusedin thecreationof experiment time series for cross-
correlation analysis [1-5,24].
5. Summary
Investigators running experiments in the reduced gravity conditions of space need
to be able to characterize the time-dependent acceleration environment in order to properly
interpret their results. Characterization of the Orbiter acceleration environment to date has
identified some Orbiter and Spacelab structural modes, Table 1 and Figs. 1-4 [9,12,19,20].
Because the amount of accelemmeter data resulting from a typical Spacelab mission
is on the order of gigabytes, we have introduced a data reduction and analysis plan with
which investigators can merge pertinent segments of residual acceleration data into the post-
flight analysis of their experiments. The two level data reduction plan is easily tailored to
an investigator's needs based on mission and experiment timelines and information about
the experiment sensitivity to accelerations. The flu'st level of the plan involves identification
of pertinent experiment time windows to study and the second level involves analysis of
these windows. General data processing techniques that can be used include the analysis
of time history statistics, acceleration vector magnitudes, and the orientation of the
acceleration vector with respect to a set of coordinate axes. Analysis of frequency
components can be achieved through spectral analysis, but we urge that caution should be
practiced when comparing different spectral representations, Figs. 1-4.
Data decimation can be used to limit the amount of data an investigator should
process for post-flight experiment analysis. The reduced acceleration levels resulting from
decimation may restrict the usefulness of this technique, depending on the specific needs of
the investigator. Cross-correlation analysis is a viable means of assessing causal
relationships between residual accelerations and experimental response to accelerations.
This method is useful for experiments sensitive to transient accelerations and to oscillatory
disturbances.
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ASweincreaseourunderstandingof the acceleration environment of orbiting space
laboratories, we will be better able to design and locate low-g experiments to obtain the best
results possible. Most experiment sensitivity limits used at present are derived from
numerical modelling or order of magnitude estimates. With a knowledge of low-g
experiment results and the environment in which these results were obtained, we can revise
tolerance limits, identify "normal" acceleration levels, and decrease further the amount of
accelerometer data that must be accessed by investigators after future missions.
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Table1. Orbiternaturalfrequencies,afterCookeet al. [12].
Natural Frequency
0.43 Hz
0.57 Hz
0.86 Hz
1.2 Hz
1.5 Hz
2.1 Hz
2.4 Hz
3.5 Hz
5.2 Hz
7.4 Hz
Structure
Cargo Bay Doors
Cargo Bay Doors
Cargo Bay Doors
Cargo Bay Doors
Cargo Bay Doors
Radiators
Radiators
Fuselage Torsion
Wing and Fin Bending
Fuselage First Normal Bending
Fuselal_e First Lateral Bendin_
Table2. Outlineof datareductionplan.
LevelOne
1. Pre-flightidentificationof accelerationsensitivityto determinefrequency
andmagnituderangesof interestandexperimentolerancelimits.
2. Pre-flight identification of times at which the experiment is liable to be
most vulnerable, i.e., some experiments may be most sensitive at
specific stages (e.g. protein crystal growth during the nucleation stage).
o Preliminary post-flight analysis of experimental results to identify times
when unexpected results occurred that may be related to perturbations in
the residual acceleration environment of the laboratory.
Level Two
1. Selection of time windows of interest using a threshold detection routine
based on sensitivities identified in Level One, Step 1 above.
2. Use of data decimation techniques, when appropriate, to reduce the
number of data points needed to evaluate lengthy windows of data.
° Specific analysis of windows of data identified in Level One and first
step of Level Two, including estimation of mean and mean squared
values, determination of the acceleration vector orientation, and spectral
analysis to investigate the magnitude of the frequency components for
the specific time window of interest.
4. Evaluation of accelerometer data in conjunction with experimental
results to identify causal relationships and revise sensitivity limits.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Window of accelerometer data collected during the SL3 mission (Bell Miniature
Electro-Static Accelerometer, fs=300 Hz, nominal 50 Hz lowpass filter). The disturbance
was probably caused by a thruster firing or a local acceleration source within the Spacelab.
a) Acceleration vector magnitude, b) Combined spectral density for the three recording
axes. Note frequency components at 5, 12, and 17 Hz.
Fig. 2. Window of accelerometer data from SL3 probably caused by crew activity within
the Spacelab. a) Acceleration vector magnitude, b) Combined spectral density for the
three recording axes. Note the dominant 17 Hz component.
Fig. 3. Differences in magnitude level result from the use of different sampling rates
and/or filter cut-offs, a) Window of SL3 accelerometer data (y-axis of Fig. 1). b) Same
data window with 13 Hz lowpass filter applied. Note difference in magnitude between two
plots.
Fig. 4. Spectral densities of twenty successive SL3 time windows. Note varying
strengths of 5 Hz, 12 Hz, 17 Hz, and 34 Hz components.
Fig. 5.
seconds), b) Spectral density of a).
applied, d) Spectral density of c).
decimated series.
Example of data decimation, a) Original SL3 time series of 65536 points (218
c) Time series decimated 16x; 5 Hz lowpass filter
Note decrease in magnitude from original series to
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